Thesis Abstract
This exhibition is comprised of two complementary bodies of works. Each body of work explores the concept of a societal structure where culture and rules erode individuality. The community is ultimately conditioned to behave according to the conventions dictated by the environment.
"Parts of a Whole" is a performative installation which explores my fascination with the relationship between the individual and the collective. It is constructed with fabric, with custom-made buttons and passport photos attached and lighting device. Each button contains a face, and therefore represents the individual. Passport images are used to illustrate the extent of unification.
In the installation "I" is made up of four sets of desk and chairs are lined up to representing a typical classroom setting. Imbedded in each desk is a video screen which plays the same video loop on all four screens. A single performer in the video writes the same Chinese character while another erases the character till "perfection" is achieved. Through my work, I hope to evoke discussions on how societal rules cause conformity and erode distinctive qualities within the individual.
Artist statement Hsiang-Lu Meng
"Parts of a Whole"
In this performance/ installation, I explore my fascination with the relationship between the individual and the collective.
Suspended from the ceiling, a large white light form glows as it occupies the center of a large rectangular installation. The floor to ceiling light box is made up of four walls containing twenty-three strips of fabric. Each strip further contains a series of transparent buttons, behind which lie photographic images of individual faces downloaded from the internet. The entire structure is held together by attaching each button to its corresponding black buttonhole. Individual faces are transformed into an array of sameness; the black thread of the button holes run across the eyes obliterating difference and suggesting conformity.
The performance aspect of this production is meant to mirror the building of an entire society. The process is steady and consistent. Each button slides through its proper slit just as each individual takes his/her proper place in society. The construction of the installation is performed via a labor-intensive process of attaching each button to the strip just above it. At its completion, the strong light at the core of the structure is reduced to a soft glow as a result of the fabric that now lays over it. The distance between the fabric and the light source also serves to reduce the full force of the light box. The strips of fabric and each button clinging on to one another stabilizes the structure but the weight created also produces a drag on the entire structure.
As individuals, we are deeply rooted in our society. The process begins early on in an education system where discipline and etiquette are strongly enforced and teamwork is consistently emphasized. The process is certainly a double-edged sword. It provides stability for the individual as well as the whole, at the cost of suppressing individualism. The conscious and subconscious pressure to conform becomes debilitating for anything outside of the "norm".
At its completion, in its entirety, the 9 feet tall monument-like structure is large and strong, reflective of a social structure. At the same time, it is somewhat flexible and fragile. The light piercing from the core, illuminating the faces is representative of the energy emitting from the individuals core and their desire to stand out.
As individuals, we all try to find a place from which we can coexist within the environment. We differentiate ourselves by doing different things. Yet, what is the real difference between us? How can we link ourselves to the collective and still find the light from which we can shine? What is the ideal place where we belong in this fast changing modern society?
"I"
In the installation "I" is made up of four sets of desk and chairs are lined up to representing a typical classroom setting. Imbedded in each desk is a video screen which plays the same video loop on all four screens.
As a child, I practiced the same Chinese character hundreds of times. The goal was to create a symbol that is identical to the model. The process was monitored by teachers and parents alike and was strictly managed. The sequence and motion of each stroke was critical to creating the character.
This invokes the question how many repetitions of the Chinese character "I" must I repeat to achieve the perfectly acceptable "I"? As many as it takes it seems. The standard was set and I eventually learned what was "correct" and acceptable.
"Artist book"
This is a book version of the exhibition "Parts of a Whole". A singular white box contains two separate books. The outer book holds within it, a insert which resembles the life size installation, the fabric strips, the buttons, with the portraits between them, on a significantly smaller scale relative to the original installation.
The inner book documents the installation itself, consisting of photographs of the performance aspect of the project along with the artist statement. The inner book fits nicely within the window of the outer book just as each button fits perfectly through its designated buttonhole.
